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Synopsis
Postporn was born in the 90’s with Annie Sprinkle as a response to conventional pornography and its incomplete and
utilitarian representation of women sexuality. Postporn is taking an important place in Barcelona from 2000.
The documentary “My sexuality is an art creation” talks about persons and collectives who are actually working and
creating postporn in this city. Based on 7 interviews the documentary tells the causes, motivations and peculiarities of this
scene where the discovery and the search for new forms of sexuality representation go visible in a result: art and politic
activism can’t be separated.
“My sexuality is an art creation” works as an illustrated cartography of DIY postporn videos, performances documentation
and public space interventions.
Lucía Egaña Rojas´s BIO / www.lucysombra.org
Lucía Egaña Rojas (Chilean, born in Germany, 1979) lives in Barcelona. She studied Fine Arts, Aesthetics and
Documentary in Chile and Spain. Visual artist, she does installations, performances, video and collage. Her work can be
defined as collaborative, residual and social. She has a blog with her writings (www.blog.lucysombra.org). As a VJ (Vj
TrashMixer) Lucía works with electronic trash, wasted footage, technological and cultural residues.
She's a founding member of minipimer.tv, a collective and laboratory of real time video, streaming and free technologies.
Pornography, postpornography and human sexuality are also important topics on her work. Her last project, "My sexuality is
an Art Creation", is a documentary film about the postporn scene in Barcelona.

